


This specific product is near and dear to my heart. My son (Anthony) was born with Down syndrome. I hope by using 
this you are able to help me spread awareness and acceptance!
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Down
All about

Syndrome

Chromosomes

Chromosomes are tiny thread-like structures inside your body.  Within each 
chromosome there are hundreds of genes.  Genes determine everything about 

you! They hold the instructions that make you who you are.  Genes decide 
things like gender, hair color, eye color, skin color, height, etc.  While you grow , 

and throughout your life, your chromosomes will  continue to make you a 
unique individual. Most people are born with 46 chromosomes (23 pairs). 

The following pages are an informational Down syndrome mini-book. Cut out each page and staple together for 
students to keep and take home. This way they can share the information they learned in class. 
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How do you get 

Down syndrome occurs when an 
individual has an extra copy of their 21st

chromosome. So, they have 47 
chromosomes, instead of 46. 

Down syndrome?

*FACT: You cannot catch or get Down 
syndrome. It is something you are 

either born with, or not. It is part of the 
genetic make-up of that individual. It’s 
like saying you can “catch” someone’s 

brown eyes. Silly!

Why is it called
Down syndrome?

This is a British Physician named Dr. 
John Langdon Down. In 1866 he 

published work describing similar 
characteristics of individuals with Down 

syndrome. He was the first to do this, 
so the syndrome was named after him! 

DID YOU KNOW?: People from all around the world are born with Down 
syndrome regardless of gender, race, or economic status. One in every 691 

babies in the US is born with Down syndrome. There are over 400,000 
people living in the US with Down syndrome today.
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What are the characteristics of

Often individuals with Down syndrome share the same 
physical traits. These may include beautiful almond shaped 

eyes, a single crease in the palm of the hand, a flattened 
nose bridge, smaller lower-set ears, and short stature. But, 

it is important to state that people with DS always look 
more like their family members than each other. Down 
syndrome also causes developmental delays, low tone,  

and an intellectual disability. 

Down syndrome?

BeKind

A diagnosis of Down syndrome does not define who these individuals are! They have 
hopes, dreams, and goals for their future just like you! People with Down syndrome 
can accomplish amazing things, as long as you don’t limit what they can do. With a 

little extra help from early intervention, therapists, job coaches, and teachers 
individuals with DS reach the same milestones in life you do! With determination and 
hard work they have the potential to go to college, get married, live independently, 

hold a job, and lead fulfilling productive lives! 

Anthony- 7 years old, has DS

People with Down syndrome want to be accepted, included, and 
respected just like everyone else! We need to practice kindness 
and make sure to celebrate all of our differences, they make the 

world a beautiful place! 

If there is someone in your class/school/community with DS get 
to know them! Make a new friend, invite them to sit with you at 

lunch, start a conversation and you may find you have more 
things in common than you thought! 
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Famous Individuals with 
Down syndrome

Famous Individuals with 
Down syndrome

The cast of “Born This Way”-
These individuals have many 

accomplishments including: owning  
clothing businesses, being a rapper, and 
public speaking. Their show has won a 
Primetime Emmy Award, and a Critics’ 

Choice Award. 

Mikayla Holmgren- The first 
woman with Down 

syndrome to compete in a 
Miss USA state pageant 

(2017).  She won two 
awards; the Spirit of Miss 

USA and the Director’s 
Award.

Actor David DeSanctis from the 
movie “Where Hope Grows”. 

Actress Lauren 
Potter from 
the T.V show 

“Glee”

Marcus Sikora- published 
author. He wrote a 

children’s story titled
“Black Day- The Monster 

Rock Band”
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Famous Individuals with 
Down syndrome

Famous Individuals with 
Down syndrome
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Actor Zack Gottsagen
starred in the 2019 

movie Peanut Butter 
Falcon alongside Shia 
LaBeouf and Dakota 

Johnson. 

Chris Nikic, at 21 years old, entered the 
Guinness Book of World Records by 

becoming the first person with Down 
Syndrome to complete the event. 

Nikic completed the race in 16 hrs, 46 
minutes and 9 seconds.

Sujeet Desai is a musician from Buffalo, New York who 
graduated from high school with a 4.3 GPA before graduating 
from Berkshire Hills Music Academy two years later. All in all, 

Desai can play seven instruments: Piano, violin, drums, Bb clarinet, 
Bass clarinet, trumpet, and saxophone. Two documentaries have 

been made about his accomplishments,.



21 facts about
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When you refer to someone with Down 
syndrome use “people first” language. Having 
Down syndrome does not define an individual. 
Instead of saying “Down syndrome kid” or 

“Downs kid” say “a kid with Down syndrome”. 
Put the person first! 

Individuals with Down syndrome have Hypotonia, or   
low muscle tone. This means their muscles typically 

require therapy to increase strength. It may cause a 
delay in activities such as walking, talking, and fine-

motor skills. But, it also allows for increased flexibility, 
which is pretty cool!  

Down syndrome is not a disease. You cannot
“catch it”. The only way to have Down 

syndrome is to be born with it. The amazing 
individuals diagnosed with Down syndrome will 

have it for the rest of their lives. 

Down syndrome

Down syndrome
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There are three types of Down syndrome! It 
just depends on how the cells divide!   

1. Trisomy 21 (Nondisjunction) – 95% of cases
2. Translocation- 4% 
3. Mosaicism- 1%

Individuals with Down syndrome can have bright 
and successful futures! They can do/be 

anything they want to, just like you! They can 
learn to drive a car, go to college, live on their 
own, get married, and have jobs.  Don’t limit  

what they can do! 

People with Down syndrome are not all the same. 
They each have their own strengths/weaknesses, 
likes/dislikes, and personalities. While they do share 

the same syndrome and some similar 
characteristics/features, they are unique individuals. 

Down syndrome

Down syndrome

Down syndrome
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It is a common misconception that individuals 
with Down syndrome are always happy. This 
is not true, they experience the same range 
of emotions that you do! They most certainly 

are not always just happy! 

Down syndrome is the most common 
chromosomal condition world-wide! 

Approximately  1 in 691 babies born are 
diagnosed with the syndrome. 

Down syndrome is also known as “Trisomy 21”. 
This is because the syndrome is defined as 

having three copies of the 21st chromosome. 

Down syndrome

Down syndrome

Down syndrome
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In 1866 a British Doctor was the first to 
identify the syndrome. His name was Doctor 
John Langdon Down, which is why it is called 

“Down” syndrome. 

October is a month dedicated to spreading 
Down syndrome awareness. Also, World Down 
Syndrome Day is celebrated on March 21st. This 
is significant because March is the third month, 

making it 3/21 for 3 copies of the 21st

chromosome. 

Some common characteristics/features of Down 
syndrome include beautiful almond shaped eyes, a 
single crease across the palm of the hand, heart 

complications (approx. 50%), shorter stature, smaller 
bridge of the nose, speech and cognitive delays. But, 

not all individuals with DS exhibit all of these 
characteristics. 

Down syndrome

Down syndrome

Down syndrome
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When given opportunity, patience, love, 
encouragement and respect people with 
Down syndrome (just like anyone else) will 

thrive and reach amazing potential! 

People without Down syndrome have 46 
chromosomes. People with Down syndrome 

have 47 chromosomes!  

There are more than 400.000 individuals 
living with Down syndrome in the United 

States. 

Down syndrome

Down syndrome

Down syndrome
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It is unknown what exactly causes the DNA 
to split with an extra copy of the 21st

chromosome (resulting in Down syndrome). 

Some individuals with DS have a delay in 
speech. If they have a difficult time verbally 
communicating they can get extra help from 

a Speech Therapist, learn sign language, 
and/or use assistive technology! 

Both kids and adults with DS are aware of how you 
treat them. They get their feelings hurt just like you 
would. Treat everyone you meet with kindness and 

acceptance no matter what their unique and wonderful 
differences may be. People with Down Syndrome want 

to be respected just like everyone else! 

Down syndrome

Down syndrome

Down syndrome
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Most people with Down syndrome have 
physical and intellectual disabilities. BUT, there 
is such a huge range of abilities within this 

population that it is impossible to predict their 
potential ahead of time! 

When in school, students with Down syndrome may 
have the assistance of an aide, see a physical 
therapist, speech therapist, or occupational 

therapist. All of these resources are ways for 
these students to work on, or fine-tune skills that 

may need extra practice.

The colors that represent Down syndrome 
awareness are yellow and blue! 

Down syndrome

Down syndrome

Down syndrome
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TrueOR FALSE
Read the statements about Down syndrome below. Circle if you think 

the statement is either true or false. 

1.
True

False

2.
True

False

3.
True

False

4.
True

False

5.
True

False

6.
True

False

Individuals with Down syndrome are all the same. 

Down syndrome occurs when there are four copies 
of the 21st chromosome. 

It is called Down syndrome after Dr. Down who 
studied the syndrome. 

Black and purple are the colors that represent 
Down syndrome awareness. 

Down syndrome can also be called Trisomy 21. 

The only way you can have Down syndrome is to be 
born with it. 
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TrueOR FALSE
ANSWER KEY

1.
True

False

2.
True

False

3.
True
False

4.
True

False

5.
True

False

6.
True

False

Individuals with Down syndrome are all the same. 

Down syndrome occurs when there are four copies 
of the 21st chromosome. 

It is called Down syndrome after Dr. Down who 
studied the syndrome.

Black and purple are the colors that represent 
Down syndrome awareness. 

Down syndrome can also be called Trisomy 21. 

The only way you can have Down syndrome is to be 
born with it. 
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Discussion Cards
Use these cards to start discussions about Down syndrome and acceptance 

either as a whole class, or in small groups. 

Did you know 
anything about Down 

syndrome before 
today? Do you know 
anyone that has Ds?

After learning about DS, 
what will you do 

differently now in 
school, or in your 

community?

What is something 
new you learned 

about Down 
syndrome today?

Why is it important 
to make sure 
everyone is 
included?

© 2018 Kelsey Mango



Discussion Cards
Use these cards to start discussions about Down syndrome and acceptance 

either as a whole class, or in small groups. 

Do you think the world 
would be better if 

everyone was the exact 
same, or if everyone 
was unique? Why?

How can you 
teach others 
about Down 
syndrome?

How did you feel 
when you learned 

about DS?

Did any of the 
information about 
Down syndrome 

surprise you?
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Videos and Books 
Wonderful Resources to use

1. Video “Just Like You Down Syndrome”

http://www.justlikeyou-downsyndrome.org

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q4p9GyWXWcw

13 min clip

3 min shortened clip

This video is narrated by a few teenagers, some with Down 
syndrome and some without. These pairs of friends talk about 
what they have in common, and what makes them different. 
The video has a great lasting impact on students, and is also 
informational. 

2. Video “Cyndi Lauper - True Colors (MattyBRaps
Cover ft Olivia Kay)”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXmaE0041Y0&index=3&list=PL7D474167C2B4070D

This is a music video cover preformed by MattyB, a young 
rapper. MattyB’s sister has Down syndrome, and is the star (and 
inspiration) of this video. It  touches upon relevant issues such 
as bullying and acceptance. 

Books About Down syndrome:
• The Prince Who Was Just Himself by Silke Schnee
• We’ll Paint the Octopus Red by Stephanie Stuve-Bodeen
• 47 Strings: Tessa’s Special Code by Becky Carey
• “My Friend Isabelle” by Eliza Woloson
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“Just Like You Down Syndrome”
Video Review

1. List three things you learned about Down 
syndrome from watching this video:

*

*

*

No Yes
Did you like 
this video?

2.How many chromosomes does a person with Down 
syndrome have? 

3. How did this video make you feel? 

4. Did this video change how you view individuals 
with Down syndrome? 
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“Cyndi Lauper - True Colors (MattyBRaps Cover ft Olivia Kay)”
Video Review

2.How do you think the girl felt when no one 
wanted to play with her? 

3.After watching this video, what did you learn? 

4.What will you do now to make sure no one feels 
left out? 

1.What do you think the message of this video is?

No Yes
Did you like 
this video?

© 2018 Kelsey Mango



BOOK REVIEW
Title:_____________________
By:______________________________

Draw your favorite part of the story. 

What do you think the message of this story was?
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

Were there any characters with Down syndrome in the 
story? If so, what were they like?
____________________________________
____________________________________

Did you like this story?

Why, or why not?
________________________
________________________

How did this story 
make you feel?
____________
____________
____________
____________

© 2018 Kelsey Mango



Random act of kindness Cards
HOW T O INT RODUCE AND USE THE

A popular way to celebrate World Down Syndrome Day is to spread 
awareness through random acts of kindness. 

Students will receive a “Random Act of Kindness Card”. As a class, or 
small group, fill out the brainstorming page to think of great ways to 

hand out the cards. When the student preforms the act of kindness, they 
hand the card out to the individual receiving the act. 

Some teachers have also turned it into “21 days of kindness”. In this 
example the class will brainstorm 21 ways to preform different acts of 

kindness and as a class will complete one act a day. 

This is a great pay-it-forward activity! Here are a few examples of how 
you can get your students involved in this wonderful activity: 

• Have students create get well cards for local hospitals. 
• Create handmade thank you gifts for custodians, receptionists or 

cafeteria workers at school. 
• Hand out flowers/happy notes to people who pass by your classroom
• Hold the door open in a busy section of school.
• Give someone a nice compliment. 
• Send a thank you note to service members.
• Give a birthday note to someone in school.
• Leave a kind note or small gift on another student or teacher’s desk.

© 2018 Kelsey Mango



1 2

3 4

Random Acts of Kindness 
© 2018 Kelsey Mango

Brainstorm six ways that you can preform a random act of kindness in your school or 
community. What is something you can do to help, make someone smile, give back, or 

create a positive impact? 

5 6
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My Random Act of Kindness
Write about your experience preforming a random act of kindness. 

© 2018 Kelsey Mango
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Making Connections
HOW T O INT RODUCE AND USE THE

Worksheets
The main idea of this activity is to get the students 
talking to one another. They will hopefully start a 
conversation with someone they have not talked 
to a lot before. These worksheets are also a great 
way to demonstrate that even though we are all 

different, we share similarities too. 

The “My Profile” worksheet 
Students fill out this worksheet about themselves first. They 
also draw a self portrait in the “selfie” box. Then, they will 
get with a partner to fill out the Venn-diagram with their 

answers. 
I have also provided two profiles for students with Down 

syndrome. Your students can compare their profiles to those 
two to find similarities. (This is great if they’ve never 

personally known anyone with DS). 
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Selfie

My Profile
My name:

Age:

Eye color:

Hair color:

About Me
My Favorite:

Color:

Food:

Book:

Sport:

Animal:

TV Show:

Musician: Season:

My dream job:

3 things I want you to know about me:

1.
2.
3.

© 2018 Kelsey Mango

Movie: Store:



Selfie

My Profile
My name:

Age:

Eye color:

Hair color:

About Me
My Favorite:

Color:

Food:

Book:

Sport:

Animal:

TV Show:

Musician: Season:

My dream job:

3 things I want you to know about me:

1.
2.
3.
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Movie: Store:

Leo
10

Blue

Light Brown

Minions Toys R Us

Green Golf

Pizza Dog

Super Hero’s PJ Masks and Ben 10

Most music! Summer

Possibly something with art!

I love Cub Scouts!
I love camping!
I put a smile on everyone’s face!



Selfie

My Profile
My name:

Age:

Eye color:

Hair color:

About Me
My Favorite:

Color:

Food:

Book:

Sport:

Animal:

TV Show:

Musician: Season:

My dream job:

3 things I want you to know about me:

1.
2.
3.

© 2018 Kelsey Mango

Movie: Store:

Leigha
8

Blue

Blonde

Moana Target

Purple Swimming

Chicken Horse

Snug House Bug House Sofia the First

Taylor Swift Summer

Hair stylist

She wants to try to do things independently
She likes to make people laugh!
She wants to help everyone.
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Speech and Fine motor 
HOW T O INT RODUCE AND USE THE

Worksheets
Most individuals with Down syndrome have low muscle tone. This can impact the muscles in their 

mouths too, which makes it harder to do things like talk, keep their tongue in, or eat/drink. Low tone 
might make it difficult to understand what a person is trying to say. Speech Therapy helps strengthen 

the muscles with a variety of oral exercises. 
This worksheet will demonstrate the difficulties that some individuals face when trying to communicate. 
You will need to have 1 marshmallow per student for this activity. Partner up your students, explain the 
worksheet, and hand out the marshmallows (check for allergies!). Students will take turns putting the 

marshmallow in their mouth to talk. Hopefully your students will learn how it might feel to have a 
speech delay, and to not always be understood clearly.  **While this exercise seems silly and light 

hearted in nature please remind students that it is not silly for people living with speech difficulties. It
is extremely frustrating to feel like you have “a marshmallow” in your mouth and not everyone can 
understand what you want to say. Students participating in this activity have the privilege of being 

able to take the marshmallow out to communicate normally again. For those with Down syndrome it 
might be something that takes lots of hard work and practice to master! This exercise is meant to be 

“eye opening” and educational, not to make light of. 

Some tips for question #6 on the worksheet: You can ask the person to slow down and say it again, you 
can say you don’t understand and to have them show you with pictures or another form of 

communication (assistive technology, pointing, signing), you can repeat back what you think they said 
and ask if you heard them right.

People with Down syndrome may have trouble with fine motor skills. This 
could include things such as tying their shoes, grabbing a fork to eat, zipping a 
jacket, or writing with a pencil. They do exercises to help strengthen their fine 

motor muscles in order to accomplish everyday tasks. The following activity 
will demonstrate how some individuals have to work hard to do things that 
may come easy to you. Each student will need a pencil and a sock. They will 
try to write with a sock on their non-dominate hand which will show how it 

feels to write with less control. 

Speech

Fine Motor

© 2018 Kelsey Mango



Speech

2. Turn to a partner and talk about your favorite thing to do.

3. Try to remember what your partner said, and write it down 
below:

5. How did you feel talking with a marshmallow in your 
mouth?

Marshmallow activity

6. After doing this activity, what will you do differently to 
better understand someone who has a difficult time 
speaking?

I Think My Partner Said….

1. Put the marshmallow on your tongue. Do not chew. 

4. Was it easy or hard to understand your partner?

© 2018 Kelsey Mango



Fine Motor
Sock writing

Place a tight sock on your non-dominate hand. Copy as much of the excerpt from “Goldilocks” as 
you can onto the lines. 

Discuss: How did you feel during and after having to write with less of a 
grip on the pencil?

© 2018 Kelsey Mango

Once upon a time, there was a little girl named Goldilocks. She went for a walk in the forest. Pretty 
soon, she came upon a house. She knocked and, when no one answered, she walked right in. At the 

table in the kitchen, there were three bowls of porridge. Goldilocks was hungry. She tasted the 
porridge from the first bowl. "This porridge is too hot!" she exclaimed.  So, she tasted the porridge from 

the second bowl. "This porridge is too cold," she said. So, she tasted the last bowl of porridge.
"Ahhh, this porridge is just right," she said happily and she ate it all up.



Rock Your Socks
HOW T O INT RODUCE AND USE THE

Worksheets
A universal way to celebrate World Down Syndrome Day and to spread awareness is an 

event called “Rock Your Socks”.  To participate, you must wear bright, mismatched 
socks on or around March 21st (the date of World Down Syndrome Day). However, this 
activity can be implemented any day of the year to teach students the importance 

of diversity and acceptance. The socks are used as a conversation starter. When 
someone asks why you are wearing crazy socks, you can reply “I am rocking my socks 
to spread Down syndrome awareness and to advocate for acceptance and inclusion.”

The following pages are activities to do that correlate with the event “Rock Your Socks”. 
There are multiple ways you can choose to complete the activity.

1. Students will all decorate the blank sock template exactly the same. When students are 
finished, you can ask them if this is how they would have decorated their socks on their 

own. Then you could start a discussion-Would it be fun to live in a world where 
everyone was exactly the same, and did everything in the exact same way? After the 
discussion you can let the students be creative and decorate new socks to represent 

their unique personality. 

2. Students will decorate their blank sock template. They can color it as they choose, or 
decorate it with symbols that represent their favorite things (favorite movie, t.v show, 
sport, book, music, place to go, food, color). Hang the finished socks up, so students 

can  see the similarities and differences of everyone in their class.

3. Have the students decorate their socks at home, to have more time to personalize. 
Send home the sock worksheet, along with the parent/guardian explanation sheet. 

When the socks come back to school, have the students explain them and then display! 
I also provided a half-page  label for the finished sock product to explain their drawing. 

It can be stapled to the socks if you’re hanging them up.

4. Use the key worksheet and have students follow the directions to correctly choose the 
color for each numbered part of their sock. Compare socks at the end to discover we 

are all “similar but different”.
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On ____________ , our class is going to 
learn about Down syndrome. Please remind 

your child to wear bright, mismatched 
socks on this day.  The funky socks will 

serve as a conversation starter to spread 
awareness and knowledge about 

Down syndrome. 

ROCK YOUR SOCKS FOR DS

© 2018 Kelsey Mango

On ____________ , our class is going to 
learn about Down syndrome. Please remind 

your child to wear bright, mismatched 
socks on this day.  The funky socks will 

serve as a conversation starter to spread 
awareness and knowledge about 

Down syndrome. 

ROCK YOUR SOCKS FOR DS
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Sock Activity
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Attached you will find a picture of a pair of socks. We are 
learning about Down syndrome in our class, and discovering 
our similarities and differences. Each student will creatively 
decorate their socks, at home, to best represent themselves 

(favorite things, interests, pictures, a collage, etc.). Please 
return the decorated assignment by 

________________________ so it can proudly be displayed 
to showcase all of the unique individuals in our class! 

Attached you will find a picture of a pair of socks. We are 
learning about Down syndrome in our class, and discovering 
our similarities and differences. Each student will creatively 
decorate their socks, at home, to best represent themselves 

(favorite things, interests, pictures, a collage, etc.). Please 
return the decorated assignment by 

________________________ so it can proudly be displayed 
to showcase all of the unique individuals in our class! 

Note home

Sock Activity
Note home
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Movie:
T.V. Show:
Sport:
Book:
Other:

Music:
Place:
Food:
Color: 

‘s Rockin’ Socks
All About

‘s Rockin’ Socks
All About

Movie:
T.V. Show:
Sport:
Book:
Other:

Music:
Place:
Food:
Color: 
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Rock Your Socks Key
1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

9 10

11 12

What is your hair color?What is your favorite type of pet? 

What is your eye color? How many siblings do you have? 

How old are you? Which subject in school do you like best?

Are you left handed, or right handed? What is your favorite season? 

What is your favorite dessert? Would you rather play inside or outside?

What is your favorite sport? Do you like pizza? 

*Dog- red
*Cat- blue

*Fish- yellow
*Other- orange

Answer each question. Then, match the number of the question to the number on your sock. 
Fill in that area with the color of the answer you picked. 

*Black- green
*Blonde- pink

*Brown- red
*Other- blue

*Blue- black
*Brown-red

*Black- green
*Other- purple

* 0- brown
* 1- yellow

* 2 - blue
* 3+ - gray

* 8 - pink
* 9 - green

* 10 - orange
*Other- red

*winter- blue
*spring- purple

*summer- red
*fall- yellow

*Inside- Red

*Outside- Orange

*Football- red
*Tennis- blue

*Soccer- yellow
*Other- orange

*Math- green
*Reading- red

*Science- blue
*Other- pink

*Left - green

*Right- Blue

*Cake- pink
*Cookie- blue

*Ice cream- red
*Other- orange

*Yes- yellow

*No- blue
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